
Excerpt from The Prime Cause and Prevention of Cancer  by Dr. Otto Warburg
Lecture delivered to Nobel Laureates on June 30, 1966 at Lindau, Lake Constance,
Germany

"Nobody today can say that one does not know what the prime cause of
cancer is. On the contrary, there is no disease whose prime cause is better known,
so that today ignorance is no longer an excuse for avoiding measures for
prevention. That the prevention of cancer will come there is no doubt. But how
long prevention will be avoided depends on how long the prophets of agnosticism
will succeed in inhibiting the application of scientific knowledge in the cancer
field. In the meantime, millions of men and women must die of cancer
unnecessarily".

Excerpt from Reverse Aging by Sang Whang - What Causes Cancer?

Dr. Otto Warburg states that the primary cause of cancer is the lack of oxygen
in a cell. He didn't know what caused the lack of oxygen. I think Dr. Warburg
was dealing with the symptom of acid build-ups rather than the cause. The
German solution is to alleviate the symptoms, that is, to supply more oxygen,
while the Japanese solution is to reduce the acidity, the very cause, by alkaline
diet and/or alkaline water.

When you drink alkaline water, you are drinking water with excess oxygen,
not in the form of 02 [oxygen], but in the form of OH- [hydroxyl ions] which
is very stable because it is mated with positively ionized alkaline minerals.
The alkaline mineral is used to detoxify poisonous acid compounds and when that
happens the hydroxyl ion is freed to supply excess oxygen to the cells to prevent
the development of cancer. It is indeed the case of killing two birds with one
stone.

Chemotherapy or radiation treatments may be able to destroy 'all' of the malignant
cells, but by that time the healthy cells are damaged to the point that they cannot
destroy simple everyday bacteria and that person can lose his life. Even after
'successful' surgery where 'all' of the tumors were removed, they can recur
because the acidic environment has not been changed to an alkaline one. Drinking
high pH alkaline water will definitely help in preventing cancer.


